“LEGO® IN TRAIN WORLD” COMPETITION RULES

Article 1: Subject and Organiser
As part of its collaboration with LEGO® (from 02/10/2018 to 31/01/2019), Train World (the
Organiser) domiciled at 5, Place Princesse Élisabeth in Schaerbeek (1030) is organising a competition
for the duration of the “LEGO® IN TRAIN WORLD” event. This competition will be split into 2 parts:
LEGO DUPLO and LEGO, at the participants’ choice.
Article 2: Entry conditions
2.1. Any physical person may enter the competition, with the exception of those involved in the
running of this competition (Train World and LEGO® and Amazings employees and their families).
This competition is exclusively reserved to paying visitors to Train World for the duration of the
LEGO® in Train World event.
2.2. The Organiser agrees to one entry per adult visitor (having reached the age of majority).
Participants in the “LEGO® in Train World Enigma” experience will be granted one additional entry
form per participating child.
2.3. Point 2.2. also applies in the case of school group visitors. The Organiser agrees to one entry per
accompanying adult visitor.
2.4. By entering the competition, the participant agrees to these rules, without limitation or
reservation, and renounces any recourse against decisions taken by the community, its partners and
the members on the jury of this competition.
2.5. Any incomplete entry or entry that does not meet the requirements of these rules shall be
considered null and void. Should the participant fail to respect these rules, his or her entry shall be
withdrawn from the competition.
2.6. Train World reserves the right, at any time, to suspend, cancel, defer or postpone this
competition, or change its terms and conditions without any liability on its part. The rules shall be
updated accordingly as and when required.
Article 3: Competition process
To take part, each participant must fill in the entry form during their visit to Train World. Two
observation-based questions shall be asked, along with one additional question.
The additional question shall change every 2 months. A response to this additional question is
mandatory for valid entry into the competition. Any entry that does not meet these criteria shall be
considered null and void.
For the entry to be valid, the answers given to the competition questions must be correct. The
winners will be selected based on their answer to the additional question in a ranking from the
nearest to the farthest from the correct answer. If there are too many to give the same answer
(compared to the number of lots to be distributed), the winners will be designated by lot.
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Article 4: Validity dates
This competition begins on the 2nd October 2018 at 10 a.m. and ends on the 31st January 2019 at 5
p.m. It takes place on all Train World opening days (from Tuesday to Sunday). Entries received after
the deadline has passed shall not be taken into account.
This competition is organised on a monthly basis.
Article 5: Prizes
A total of 204 prizes shall be awarded. More specifically:
# prizes per
month
DUPLO (2-5)
10874 - Steam train
10875 - Cargo train
10872 - Train bridge and tracks
10882 - Train tracks
10597 - The Mickey & Minnie birthday parade
10847 - Number train
10859 - My first ladybug
10863 - My first animal train

1
1
2
2
2
2
10
2

LEGO CITY (6-12)
60198 - Cargo train
60197 - Passenger train
60205 - Tracks
60238 - Switch tracks

1
1
4
4

LEGO HARRY POTTER™ (8-14)
75955 – Hogwarts™ Express

1

LEGO CREATOR (6-12)
31054 - Blue Express (6-12)

10

LEGO CLASSIC (4-99)
10706 - Blue creativity box
10696 - Medium Creative Brick Box

4
2

LEGO MINECRAFT
21130 - The Nether Railway

2

These prizes are subject to modifications at a later date.
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5.1. Awarding of prizes
Each month, the list of competition winners shall be announced on the Train World website. The
winners shall also be informed by email in the month following their entry. The prize they have won
shall be delivered by post to the address provided on their entry form.
5.2. Prizes cannot be exchanged nor can a cash alternative be offered.
5.3. The prize cannot be split and must be accepted as awarded.
5.4. Train World may, at any time, modify a prize and replace it by an equivalent alternative on
production or content grounds.
Article 6: Train World’s liability
6.1. Train World cannot be held liable for the non-delivery of a prize if the participant provided
insufficient, incomplete or erroneous contact information on their entry form.
6.2. Train World cannot be held liable for any errors or failures of the post office and/or express
delivery companies during the delivery of a prize, such as delays, damages, strikes, or the loss or
non-issuance of a missed delivery card in the case of a signed-for delivery. This list is not
exhaustive.
6.3. Typographical, printing, spelling or other errors, as well as technical problems (including email
communications) cannot be invoked to justify any obligation on Train World’s part.
6.4. Train World does not accept any responsibility in the event that it is obligated or deems it
necessary to postpone, suspend or cancel the competition, or reduce its duration.
6.5. Train World cannot be held liable for any prize defects or if the prize does not meet the created
expectations. If the prize includes items that come with a consumer goods warranty, the
warranty rights must be enacted directly by the winner to the manufacturer or importer.
Article 7: Personal data
By entering his or her details on the competition entry form, the participant expressly gives his or
her consent for Train World to collect and process this data, to identify them and contact them
within the context of the competition, in accordance with the terms described in its privacy policy
which may be consulted on the Train World website (http://www.trainworld.be/en/privacy-cookies).
The participant’s personal data may be transmitted to other physical or legal persons who are coorganisers of the competition, notably LEGO. These third parties act as “processing managers”
during the performance of said processing or other personal data processing to identify them and
contact them within the context of the competition (for the sending of prizes, for example). For
more information, Train World refers the participant to its co-organisers’ privacy terms.
By entering the competition, the participant consents to the publishing of certain personal data
(surname and first name) by Train World on its website, amongst other things, strictly within the
context of the competition.
Participants may request access to their data, amend any erroneous data or have it deleted from the
Train World database. Moreover, participants also have the right to consult or oppose, free of
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charge, the processing and transmission of their data by simply sending an email to the following
address: privacy@trainworld.be
Personal data shall be held until one month after the competition’s closure. It shall then be
destroyed unless Train World has a legal obligation to hold onto the data for a longer period of time
or unless the participant has informed them that they would like to be notified about Train World
news when filling in the entry form. In the event that a problem is encountered when sending a
letter, parcel or other delivery, within the context of the competition, Train World may store the
data until any disputes and processes relating to the competition have been settled.
Train World takes all technical and organisational measures to protect personal data against any
violation.

Article 8: Consultation of the rules
8.1. By entering the competition, the participant fully accepts the terms of these competition rules in
their entirety. Through his or her participation, he or she confirms prior acknowledgement and
acceptance of all decisions Train World shall take in relation to the competition. All communications
relating to the competition shall be acknowledged as part of the rules.
8.2. Train World may modify the rules of the competition at any time.
8.3 These rules shall be published on the Train World website (http://www.trainworld.be) and may,
if desired, be printed from the website.
Article 9: Disputes
These competition rules and the legal relationship between Train World and the participant within
the context of the competition to which these rules apply fall under Belgian law.
Any disputes between Train World and the participant relating to the interpretation, execution and
effects of these competition rules fall under the exclusive jurisdiction of the tribunals of Brussels.
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